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MAJOR LECTURES NEXT MONTH

Two important public lectu;es -the Third Oscar Mendelsohn Lecture and the Seventh Monash Economics Lecture
will be given at Monash next month.

Sir Rutherford Robertson, Director of the Research School of Biological Sciences, ANU, will give the Mendelsohn
Lecture in the Alexander Theatre at 8.15 p.in. on Wednesday, September 5.    His subject will be `Survival -Science or
Superstition'.

The Mendelsohn Lecture is funded by an endowment  made to the University by Mr. O.A. Mendelsohn and its

purpose, in general, is to `promote the study of humanism, materialism, positivism, and other effects of the application
of the scientific attitude to human affairs and thought generally'.

Sir John Phillips, Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia, will be the Seventh Monash Economics Lecturer.
His subject will be `Some Aspects of AIlowing for the Future'.

The lecture will be given in Robert Blackwood Hall at 8.15 p.in. on Monday, September 10.  Inquiries and applications
for invitations should be addressed to the Secretary of the Faculty of Economics and Politics.

SAFETY ON CAMPUS

Two new safety measures on campus will come into operation when the second semester resumes on Monday,
August 27:

1.  New North-west Car Park

The University Safety Committee has had reports of a number of near-accidents to both pedestrians and vehicles
in the new car park at the north-west corner of the campus.   It appeared that the problem was largely created by the
through-road, which bisects the  park.

An opinion poll of the car park users on the question of closing the road resulted :   For closure -52; against -27.

Accordingly, it has been decided to close the road from Monday, August 27.  Signs to this effect will be
instaued at the entrances.

2.        Menzies Building -access path to close

The new wing of the Menzies Building is now rising above second floor level and the danger of accidents from
falling materials is increasing.

The Safety Committee feels that the access pathway between the new construction and the Law School is a

potentially dangerous area.   It has been decided, therefore, that the  path should  be closed from August 27 until further
notice.  It is hoped that any resulting inconvenience will be accepted in the interests of safety.

MONASH STARS ON TV

Monash academics are featured in two television `specials' currently running or planned for early showing.

Dr. Doug. Dorward, Zoology, is the narrator of ABV2's new natural history series Wild Australia' showing at
8 p.in. on Tuesdays.  The third in the series, Antarctic Winter, will be seen on August 14.

Professor R.H. Brown, Chemistry, win appear in a special `Discovery '73' program on Channel 2 on Tuesday,
August 21, at approximately  10 p.in.  The program is called `In the very beginning -galactochemistry' and deals with
Professor Brown's work with the CSIRO radiotelescope at Parkes in tracing molecules in interstellar space.

ENGINEERING COLLOQUA

Visitors are invited to attend three engineering couoquia planned for the coming weeks.  Speakers and their
subjects are  :

Mr. Roger Pearce, senior lecturer in materials technology, Cranfield Institute of Technology, U.K.:   `Superplasticity
I.atest developments of materials and their forming properties'.   In Room G 15, Engineering Building 1, at 4 p.in.,
Tuesday, August 21.



Professor J.H. Percy, department of mechanical engineering, University of Auckland:  "Mechanical behaviour
of plastic materials under extreme conditions". In Room G30, Engineering Building 1, at 4 p.in., Thursday,
August 30.

Dr Karl Kryter, Director of the Sensory Science Research Centre, Stamford Research Institute, California:
"Community reaction to noise". In Lecture Theatre E1, at 2.30 p-.in., Friday, August 31.

Further information may be obtained from Dr A.K. Parkin, extn. 3474.

CRAC.s AIMS ARE CONSTRUCTIVE

A Community Research Action Ceritre (CRAC) is being established at Monach with the help of a grant from the
Union Board. The grant will enable the Centre in its initial stages to employ a full-time secretary and establish its
base in Room G44 of the Union building.

The Centre is the result of co-operation between a number of existing research clubs and aims to ``provide a
vehicle for individual students and staff to join forces with clubs in constructive research and action".

The Centre may be contacted throuch the MAS phone 3138, extn. 5, or the letterbox in the Union.

OPEN DAY AT THE POST OFFICE

The Australian Post Office Research Laboratories will be conducting a series of ``Open Days" between August
20 and 24 and an invitation is extended to interested staff, and engineering and science students to attend.

The projects to be shown  embrace such fields as switching, circuit theory, electrical and telephone standards,
development in radio, telephonometry and the physical sciences, communications electronics and transmission media,
including lines and satellites. More than  100 exhibits will be on display in five of the Research Laboratories' buildings
at  140 Exhibition Street, 262 Exhibition Street,10 Lonsdale Street,117 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne, and  1009
Rathdowne Street, North Carlton.

Further information may be obtained from Mrs M. Evans, at 59 Little Couins St., telephone 630 7595 .

FESTIVAL CAINCELLED

The Malaysian Dance and Musical Festival, planned by the Malaysian Students' Union for Robert Blackwood
Hall on September 7, has been cancelled.

BELINDA DAWSON TO WED

Belinda Dawson, student adviser in the Faculty of Arts, will be married tomorrow to Mr Tony Lamb, recently-elected
MHR for I.a Trobe.
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